
SCIENCE

- Prper I (PhYsics)

" (One hour and a hafi "

tl4rr;rrst be written on the paper provided separately'

Ifn}r allowedtowrite during thefirst 15 minutes'

* is to be spent in reading the.question paper.

iia Jthc head of this paper is the time ullowed

for writing the answerc,

Afrempt any fo ur qaestbns from Seetion II.

bfi@iorc orparts af questions are given in hrackets I J'

SECTION I (40 Marks)

*A;*r'; To be attempted by all candidateS'

* 
ilti" tbe relationship between the mechanical advantage

- dlhc velocity ratio for:-

. Ol An ideal machine;
4.,

- 
e, A practical machine?

hOpUyrical quantities do the following units represent?

F o, Diopue;
: g; Kelvin. t4l

i.-

fh wigbts of two bodies are 2.0N and 2'0 kgf

r4dircty. What is the mass of each body?

b'*t: lOm f1l - -u-r5[o,

n' fftporudr'of a motor is 40 kW, at what speed can it raise

rHof 20,fi)0 N? t4l

ffi? printed pages drd I blankpage;
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(D

(ii)

(d)

(c) (i)

(iD

(e) (i)

(ii)

(ii)

State the law of floatation'

A cube of ice whose side is 4'0 cm is allowed to melt' The

volume of the water formed is found to be 58'24 cm3' Find

the densitY of ice. t4l

Does land cool at a slower or faster rate than water? Give

one reason for Your answer'

Explain why steam pipes warm a building more effectively

than hot water pipes in cold countries' t4]

A ray of light, after refraction through a concave lens'

emerges parallel to the principal axis' Draw a ray diagram

to show the incident ray and its corresponding emergent

ray.

The velocity of light in diamond is 121'000 kmst' What is

its refractive index? (Velocity of light in air: 3x108m/s) t4l

What is the voltage of the electricity that is generally

supplied to a house?

(l) The neck and bottom of a bottle have diameters

2 cm and 8 cm respectively' The bottle is

completely frlled with kerosene' If the cork in the

neck is pressed with a force of 10N' what force is

exerted on the bottom of the bottle?

(i)(0

(2) Name the law/principle you have used to find this

force.

The ratio of the amPlitudes

the ratio of their intensities?

of two waves is 4:9' What is

t4l

(i)(e)

--
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,- :tr:jlium has a frequency of 5 vibrations per second.

r- : f sen'er starts the pendulum and fires a gun

;-:-*"::ieously. He hears the echo from a cliff after 8

:i::.:tn-. of the pendulum. If the velocity of sound in air

i ,"-r . mJ:, what is the distance between the cliff and the

: : i";:-, :ll t4l

.;' :.:: ,: the two wires of similar dimensions,

: :,:j:::e. u'ould you use for the electric heater

-- ', ; 1;1i.-,ps to justiff your answer.

, .' " ::se *-ires of the same length are rated 5A

, -:-:: .-: the nvo fuse wires is thicker and why?

copper or

element?

and 20A.

t{l

r. :."E :s i:rade up of three strips of cloth of yellow, white

:;,: ;:,a:: :olours. Name the colour of a particular light in

' -.-:: i-'s tlag u'ill appear to be of a single colour.

,r s:a '.,'hi' radium paint, consisting of zinc sulphide and a

::;; -: raiium salt, glows in the dark.

---, ..:c:rc kenie is rated 2.5 kW, 250V. Find the cost of

-*::-:,; '":e kenle for two hours at 50 paise per unit.

:. :"..s :: read is embedded in a block of aluminium (2 mm

*r* r r. R:.Jiations from a radioactive source incident on the

: :: :: ".:e biock produce a shadow on a fluorescent screen

I !-r- r€\u-ld the block. The shadow of the block of

L *::-:'jn is fainter than the shadow of lead. Give the

-:16,:: :--: tiris difference. t4l

I4l
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Question 2

(a)

Question 3

(a)

(b)

(c)

SECTION II (40 Marks)

Answer anylour questionsfrom this Section.

A jeweller claims that he makes ornaments of pure gold that has a

relative density of 19.3. He sells a bangle weighing 25.259 to a

person. The clever customer weighs the bangle when immersed in

water and finds that it weighs 23.0759 in water. With the help of

suitable calculations, find out if the ornament is made of pure gold

ornot. I4l
Draw a labelled sketch of an acid battery hydrometer and explain

how it indicates whether a car battery needs recharging, [4]
Give two reasons why the efficiency of a single movable pulley

system is not 100%. t2)

A monochromatic point source of light 'O' is seen through a

rectangular glass block ABCD. Paths of two rays, in and outside

the block, are shown in the figure above.

(i) Does the source 'O' appear to be nearer or further with

respect to the surface AB?

(iD How does the shift depend on the thickness (AD or BC) of

the block?

:

,|
" . !

aas
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li;;l *'::: :' : u answer in (ii) with the help of an appropnare

"? '  * . : I i , .

;- :,t :"1ne rectangular glass block, which colour from the

":fl l.i S?€cira will produce the ma:rimum shift? [6]

n T,ur,fiikr3 J5-F appears raised by ?'0 mm when placed under a

a*:;:ir-f;;*i ;':*'s block of refractive index l'5' Find the thickness

t4l
r liltli t,i.:S"S :';';k

:tsu :-:::,: ;iaracteristics of the image of an extended source'

'  ,rr: ' :  :" :  :aricave lgns'
i3l

t21

S:".:rd made in front of a tall building 18 m away' ls

:.:eated. Name the phenomenon and briefly explain it'

.1. i:.ning fork' held over an air column of a given length'

;:rCuces a distinct audible sound' What do you call this

:henomenon? How does it occur?

- - ':;.1"r,.n' erperiment for finding specific latent heat of ice'

: -;-L-$!!- ' 

' |^ -- '^' +olzpn in a calorimeter made of copper

.',; :: \\ater at 30"C was taken in a cz

:--:l -i nrass 10g' When 10g of ice at OoC was added to the mixture

:: I r.:pi riithin the liquid till the ice melted completely' the final

::-:€f3:-rre of the mixture was found to be 20'c'

tsl
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(r)

(ii)

(iii)

(lv)

What is the total quantity of water in the calorimeter at

20'c?

Speeific heat capacities of water and copper being

4.2 Jlg"Cand 0.4 J/g "C respectively' what quantrty of heat

would each release in cooling down to 20oC from the initial

stage?

Write an expression for the heat gained by ice on melting'

Calculate the value of the latent heat of fusion of ice from

the data discussed above'

Electrical power P is given by the expresslon:

P =(QxV)+t ime.

(i) What do the symbols Q and V represent?

(ii) Express 'Power' in terms of current and resistance

explaining the symbols used therein'

2 V each

With reference to the above diagram' calculate:-

(1) the equivalent resistance between P and Q'

(il) the reading of the ammeter'

(iii) the elecfiical power between P and Q'

t6l

(b)

Question 6

(a)

4cl

6
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$ows a coil connected to a centre zero galvanometer G'

shows a dJflection to the fight when the N - pole

magnet is moved to the right as shown:

EAbinwhy tlre deflpction occurs in the galvanometer'

Ibcs tre direction of the ourrent in the cbil appear

docluise or anticlockwise when viewed from the end'A?

S* fr€ observation in G when the coil is moved away

ftmN.

Se tbe observation in G when' both the coil and the

qp€t, are moved to the right at the same speed' tsl

b tn frctors on which the rate of emission of thermions

D i6*c of eU23s decays by alpha emission to an isotope of

frfun(Ih).Thethoriumisotopedecaysbybetaemissio4toan

reofProtactamium(Pa).Wri tedowntheequat ionsto t4l
ftese nro nuclear changes'

r cdode ray firbe consisting of a heater' a cathode' a

qrelmdeandadef lect ingsystem.showhowyouwi l l

G]ebwtensionbatteryof6Vandahightensiononeof

tzl

t4l
Dff rtelectrodes of the tube'
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